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Abstract

In recent years, transportation electrification has emerged as a trend to support energy efficiency and CO2 emissions
reduction targets. The true success, however, of this trend depends on the successful integration of electric vehicles
into the infrastructure systems that support them. In effect, electric vehicles and their supporting charging
infrastructure couple the transportation and electrical power systems into a nexus. In the absence of fully deployed
large scale electrified transportation systems, this paper argues the need for a transportation electrification test case
analogous to those used ubiquitously in the power systems engineering field. It then presents such a test case; aptly
called Symmetrica. It consists of a multi-modal electrified transportation system topology, an electric power topology,
and activity-based use case data that spans transportation and charging. The paper concludes with several potential
research areas where the test case may be applied.
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Background
In recent years, electrified transportation has emerged
as a trend to support energy efficiency and CO2 emis-
sions reduction targets (Anair and Mahmassani 2012;
Karabasoglu and Michalek 2013; Pasaoglu et al. 2012;
Raykin et al. 2012; Yang and Wu 2012). Relative to their
internal combustion vehicle (ICV) counterparts, electric
vehicles (EV), be they trains, buses, or cars, have a greater
“well-to-wheel” energy efficiency (Soylu 2011; Yang and
Wu 2012). They also have the added benefit of not emit-
ting any carbon dioxide in operation and rather shift their
emissions to the existing local fleet of power generation
facilities (Litman 2013).
The true success of electric vehicles depends on their

successful integration with the infrastructure systems that
support them. From a transportation perspective, the typ-
ical performance of conventional electric cars may have a
range of only 150 km (Skippon and Garwood 2011) but
may still require several hours to charge (Pointon 2012).
This affects when a vehicle can begin its journey and the
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route it intends to take. From an electricity perspective,
the charging loads can draw large power demands which
may exceed transformer ratings, cause undesirable line
congestion, or voltage deviations (Al Junaibi et al. 2013;
Al Junaibi 2013; Al Junaibi and Farid 2013; Kassakian et
al. 2011). These loads may be further exacerbated tempo-
rally by similar charging patterns driven by similar work
and travel lifestyles or geographically by the relative spar-
sity of charging infrastructure in high demand areas (Al
Junaibi and Farid 2013). In effect, the electric vehicles
and their supporting charging infrastructure couple the
transportation and electrical systems into a nexus.

Definition 1. Transportation-Electricity Nexus (TEN)
(Farid 2015a; Viswanath and Farid 2014): A system-of-
systems composed of a system with the artifacts neces-
sary to describe at least one mode of transport united
with an interdependent system composed of the artifacts
necessary to generate, transmit, distribute and consume
electricity.
As a result, the performance in the transportation

domain can not be studied independently of the perfor-
mance in the electrical domain. Furthermore, efforts to
operate and control the performance in either domain
requires an assessment model whose scope includes the
functionality of both systems.
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The planning, operation and assessment methodologies
for a transportation electricity nexus are still very much
in the course of development (Farid 2015a; Viswanath
and Farid 2014). Although, the individual fields of trans-
portation systems engineering (Barcelo and Kuwahara
2008; Barcelo 2010; Treiber and Kesting 2013) and power
systems engineering (Gomez Exposito et al. 2008; Wood
and Wollenberg 2014) are well established, the union
of these two systems requires new approaches beyond
those of each field separately. For example, power systems
research has recently made several contributions in coor-
dinated charging (Clement-Nyns et al. 2010; Dyke et al.
2010; Erol-Kantarci et al. 2012; Gan et al. 2013; Gong
et al. 2013; Lopes et al. 2011; Ma et al. 2012; Palensky
and Dietrich 2011; Pieltain Fernandez et al. 2011; Qian
et al. 2011; Saber and Venayagamoorthy 2011; Sortomme
et al. 2011) and “vehicle-to-grid” (Kempton and Tomić
2005; Sovacool and Hirsh 2009; Su et al. 2012) stabiliza-
tion schemes. And yet, these works assume a stationary
electric vehicle – thus eliminating its existential nature as
a transportation artifact.
In the absence of fully deployed large scale electri-

fied transportation systems, it is necessary to study their
future potential in a simulation environment. As shown
in Fig. 1, such study consists of five mutually compati-
ble elements. First, a TEN test case provides the input
numerical data that serves as the basis for the compu-
tational research. Next, a TEN dynamic model provides
the equations of motion that describes the behavior of the
physical system. It is important to recognize that while
the test case must be sufficient for the dynamic model,
such a model is not necessarily unique. As discussed in
Section ‘Usage of power system test cases’, a modeler may
choose or design one of several models depending on the
analytical questions they wish to study. Third, a numer-
ical simulation engine evolves the test case data using
the dynamic model’s equation of motion. As discussed
in Section ‘Usage of power system test cases’, the choice
of a simulation engine may come with entirely different
numerical and computation methods which may affect
not just simulation performance but also results. Fourth,

the simulation results must be analyzed with respect to
a set of relevant performance measures and/or life cycle
properties. Finally, it is desirable that the simulation envi-
ronment allow the potential for new policies and regu-
lations which appear as planning and operations control
methods that serve to shape the TEN’s behavior to a more
a desirable performance.
The evaluation framework provided by Fig. 1 sheds

light on the status of the existing literature. Thus far, to
our knowledge, only three studies have considered the
coupling between the kinematic and electrical states in a
TEN. A simplified (at 10% scale) study based on the city
of Berlin road transportation network has been imple-
mented on MATSIM (Galus et al. 2012). It assumed a
home-charging (i.e. always available) use case and thus
neglected the impacts of charging station capacity on
the power system as well as on the power system. The
usage of MATSIM has two implications. It’s in-built traf-
fic model is mesoscopic and therefore average velocities
are used to statically estimate the evolution of EV bat-
tery state of charge. Second, its simulation engine provides
convenient parallel computing. The first full scale electric
vehicle integration study (i.e. 1e6 vehicles) was completed
in the city of Abu Dhabi (Al Junaibi et al. 2013; Al Junaibi
2013; Al Junaibi and Farid 2013) using the Clean Mobility
Simulator (Sonoda et al. 2012). The study also assumed an
EV-taxi use case and therefore proposed several charging
station topologies as data. Unlike MATSIM, the Clean
Mobility Simulator uses a microscopic dynamic traffic
model coupled with a detailed dynamical model of elec-
tric vehicle characteristics to estimate state of charge.
The Abu Dhabi study, unlike (Galus et al. 2012), explic-
itly included capacity constraints in the transportation,
charging, and electrical power infrastructure. Therefore,
it sought a more holistic approach to system performance
measurement. “Quality of Service” (QOS) (Al Junaibi
et al. 2013; Al Junaibi 2013; Al Junaibi and Farid 2013)
was introduced as a transportation performance mea-
sure to address the availability concerns expressed in EV
adoption public attitude surveys. Meanwhile, power sys-
tem line and bus safety criteria were introduced on the

Fig. 1 Simulation-Based Evaluation of a Transportation-Electricity Nexus
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basis of IEEE reliability standards (Al Junaibi et al. 2013;
Junaibi 2013; Junaibi and Farid 2013). Finally, a third study
sought to compare plug-in electric and online electric
vehicles (Ahn et al. 2013; Kim et al. 2013) based upon their
fundamentally different vehicle availabilities and charg-
ing requirements (Farid 2015a). It used a custom-built
parallelized transportation-electrification simulator based
on a hybrid dynamic model (Farid 2015a; Viswanath and
Farid 2014). None of these studies specifically included the
power system topology of their respective geographies.
In light of this literature, this paper’s contribution is

two fold. First, it argues the need for a transportation
electrification test case analogous to those used ubiq-
uitously in the power systems engineering field. Such
a test case can be instrumental in the scientific devel-
opment of the transportation electrification field as an
area of systems research. Furthermore, it can mitigate
the inherent challenges of national security and indi-
vidual data privacy that arise from the nature of the
transportation electricity nexus. Second, it presents a
fully developed transportation-electricity nexus test case;
aptly named “Symmetrica”. It consists of a multi-modal
electrified transportation system topology, an electric
power topology, and activity-based use case data that
spans transportation and charging. By well-situating the
developed test case, this work both identifies some of
the systems challenges in transportation electrification
research and points to interesting directions for their
resolution.
The paper, therefore, proceeds as follows. Section ‘The

need for a transportation electrification test case’ argues
the need for a transportation electrification test case.
Section ‘Transportation-electrification test case’ then
presents the test case in its entirety in the context of
its desirable characteristics. Section ‘Potential applica-
tions of the transportation electrification test case’ dis-
cusses some of the potential systems research applications
in this field. The paper is brought to a conclusion in
Section ‘Conclusion’.

The need for a transportation electrification test
case
This section provides a rationale for the development of
a transportation electrification test case. It draws upon
previous experiences from the power systems engineer-
ing, and transportations systems engineering fields while
also considering the emerging trends unique to electrified
transportation systems.

Usage of power system test cases
The usage of test cases in the power systems field is the
norm. In 1979, the Application of Probability Methods
Subcommittee of the IEEE Power Systems Engineering
Committee developed the IEEE Reliability Test System

(IEEE RTS) (Subcommittee 1979). It was subsequently
revised in 1986 (Allan et al. 1986) and 1996 (Grigg et al.
1999). Since that time, several publicly accessible internet-
based test case repositories have emerged (Farid 2015b;
IEEE PES Distribution System Analysis Subcommittee’s
Distribution Test Feeder Working Group 2015; Kavasseri
and Ababei 2015; University of Washington Electrical
Engineering 2015; Zimmerman et al. 2011). Collectively,
they fulfill the original intention of power system test
cases: “to satisfy the need for a standardized database
to test and compare results from different power system
reliability evaluation methodologies” (Grigg et al. 1999).
These include power flow analysis, stability studies, state
estimation, and contingency analysis (Gomez Exposito
et al. 2008; Wood and Wollenberg 2014); all of which
investigate different power system performance mea-
sures and provide different insights into the reliability
of the grid. Furthermore, even in a single study such as
power flow analysis, different numerical methods such as
Newton-Raphson and Gauss-Seidel are applied depend-
ing on the computational environment and convergence
requirements. The same committee also recognized that
generic test cases can be designed to have universal and/or
hybrid characteristics so as to objectively compare eval-
uation techniques independent of system specific results
(Grigg et al. 1999). In that regard, test cases serve a com-
plementary role to data drawn from specific real power
systems which would likely exhibit only a subset of the
desired characteristics. Given Definition 1 as a superset
of the electric power grid, similar reliability studies will
ultimately be required when studying a transportation-
electricity nexus.

Preservation of critical infrastructure security
Another reason for the usage of test cases is the recog-
nition that real data from a specific system is likely sen-
sitive to critical infrastructure security (Committee on
Increasing National Resilience to Hazards and Disasters
and Committee on Science Engineering and Public Policy
2012; Department of Homeland Security 2013; Haimes
et al. 2008; TheWhite House: Office of the Press Secretary
2013). The security and economic prosperity of daily
life depend on functional transportation and power sys-
tems. On the power system side, specific system data
which may be used to conduct reliability studies and
pinpoint operational weaknesses in the power grid may
also be subsequently used nefariously by unauthorized
personnel. The usage of generic test cases allows the
development of reliability methods in the power sys-
tems field without sharing sensitive information. On the
transportation system side, specific system data (i.e. GIS
data) is inevitably available to support commercial and
personal daily activity. As a result, much transportation
system research uses specific system data. Developing
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methods in transportation system resilience are able to
pinpoint the transportation system artifacts that have the
greatest impact on system vulnerability when eliminated
(Albert et al. 2000; Farid 2015d; 2014; Harary and Hayes
1993; Holme et al. 2002; Ip and Wang 2011; Najjar and
Gaudiot 1990; Rosenkrantz et al. 2009; Salles and Marino
2011; Whitson and Ramirez-Marquez 2009). That said,
one must distinguish between the data necessary to sup-
port public activity (i.e. maps) and the detailed data (i.e.
capacities, traffic patterns) required to conduct accurate
and dynamic resilience studies. While the former can
remain publicly available, the latter can remain propri-
etary; thus motivating the development of standardized
test cases. Ultimately, these reliability and resilience con-
cerns must be given even greater attention when studying
the transportation-electricity nexus as a combination of
two critical infrastructures. For example, Hurricane Sandy
demonstrated that emergency preparedness and evacua-
tion capability in the greater NewYork City area depended
on both an operational power grid and a fully functional
(electrified) public transportation system (Anonymous-
DOE 2013; Committee on Increasing National Resilience
to Hazards and Disasters and Committee on Science
Engineering and Public Policy 2012; Department of
Homeland Security 2013; Marcacci 2013; TheWhite
House: Office of the Press Secretary 2013).

Supporting a fundamental understanding
Test cases also serve to support a fundamental under-
standing of systems beyond their specific instances. On
the power system side, the IEEE RTS was specifically
designed to have a degree of functional heterogeneity
not often found in a typical power system (Grigg et al.
1999). Thus, its study can broaden intuition development.
Similarly, it is is well known that the radial structure of
power distribution systems leads to fundamentally differ-
ent behaviors (e.g. low terminal voltages) than the mesh
structure in transmission systems (Gomez Exposito et al.
2008; Wood and Wollenberg 2014). Test cases have also
played an important role in our fundamental understand-
ing of power grid resilience (Albert et al. 2000; Holme et al.
2002) and synchronization (Arenas et al. 2008; Barrat et al.
2008; Lewis 2011; Newman 2009). Both of which depend
heavily on abstracted measures of centrality and degree
distribution (Barrat et al. 2008; Lewis 2011; Newman
2009). On the transportation system side, again, usage
of specific topologies has been the traditional practice.
Some prominent researchers, however, have advocated
the need for “investigating fundamental issues of traffic
dynamics rather than simulating specific road networks”
(Treiber and Kesting 2010). These individual positions
on the transportation and power systems suggests that
as they become increasingly intertwined infrastructures,
it will also become increasingly important to understand

how to best plan & connect them into a single structure
(Farid 2015a; Viswanath and Farid 2014). Furthermore,
the dynamic of the combined system (i.e. the TEN) will
become increasingly interdependent thus requiring new
optimization and control techniques for its operation
(Farid 2015a; Viswanath and Farid 2014).

Supporting methodological development
Test cases also serve methodological development of the
design, planning and operation of systems well before
they are operational. The challenge with large scale sys-
tems such as the transportation-electricity nexus is that
their behavior emerges often in unexpected ways as they
develop (Buede 2009). Consider the case of renewable
energy integration. At the level of pilot plant integration,
their variability and intermittency has a negligible effect.
However, as the penetration rate increases into double
digit figures, they have significant technical and economic
impacts on the power system (Brouwer et al. 2014; Ela
et al. 2009; Holttinen et al. 2012, 2013). These include
the need for greater operating reserves, improved
operations & control, and increased marginal costs
(Muzhikyan et al. 2015a,b). Thus, test cases can serve
to identify characteristic system behavior and provide
ample foresight to avoid and mitigate undesirable effects.
The recent Abu Dhabi Transportation-Electrification
Study used four hypothetical charging topologies and
showed the potential for undesirable charging queues
and highly variable charging loads (Al Junaibi et
al. 2013; Al Junaibi 2013). Consequently, it recom-
mended planning methods such as optimal placement
of charging facilities as well as optimization & con-
trol methods within an “Intelligent-Transportation Energy
System” (ITES) (Al Junaibi et al. 2013; Al Junaibi
2013). These are further discussed later in Section
‘Potential applications of the transportation electrifica-
tion test case’. Ultimately, the parameterization of systems
into test cases supports not just their fundamental under-
standing but also the development of methods for their
enhancement.

Protection of personal data privacy
Transportation electrification research specifically re-
quires test cases to address personal data privacy con-
cerns. As has been previously reported (Al Junaibi et al.
2013; Junaibi 2013; Junaibi and Farid 2013), electric
vehicle integration studies must differentiate between
electric vehicles and conventional internal combustion
vehicles. Furthermore, each electric vehicle’s state of
charge must be resolved so as to determine where, when
and how much charging is required. These two require-
ments suggest microscopic rather than macroscopic traf-
fic simulation studies. In addition to these demanding
simulation requirements, electric vehicle integration
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studies must track not just the number of vehicles moving
from an origin to a destination but also each as it
undergoes a sequence of moving and stationary events
in a vehicle use case. This is in agreement with trends
towards “next generation” traffic simulation concepts that
feature multi-modality and multi-agency (Passos et al.
2011).
Consider Fig. 2 where a private EV and an EV Taxi

follow a home-commute-work-commute-home use case
pattern. While the underlying traffic demand is the same
in both cases, several implementations of the EV taxi
are possible. During the columns marked in orange,
the private EV is likely to choose between parking or
charging. Meanwhile, the EV taxi has both of those
options but may also roam in between fares, or simply
wait in place for further instruction. Thus, the impacts
on traffic patterns, charging infrastructure and the sub-
sequent charging loads are likely to differ substantially.
Furthermore, an individual’s driving behavior in differ-
ent traffic conditions directly affects the consumption of
battery charge (Karabasoglu and Michalek 2013; Raykin
et al. 2012).
Gathering such data is tantamount to tracking individ-

ual vehicles at every point over the course of the day.
While the deployment of intelligent transportation sys-
tems and connected vehicle technology is increasingly
making such an endeavor possible, it nevertheless raises
grave privacy and ethical concerns (Hubaux et al. 2004;
Kleberger et al. 2011). Test cases that have a set of “virtual”
vehicle itineraries over the course of the day such that
they mimic traffic patterns spatially and temporally offer a
much more promising research methodology. The poten-
tial applications identified in Section ‘Potential applica-
tions of the transportation electrification test case’ can
thus continue to develop in ways that ensure a solid under-
standing of aggregate system behavior while respecting
individual data privacy.

Transportation-electrification test case
Given the rationale above, this section describes a
Transportation-Electrification Test Case summarized by
Fig. 3. This includes three structural descriptions: a

topology, electric power topology and charging system
topology. It also includes a transportation demand and
charging demand as system inputs. In developing the test
case, a number of desirable characteristics were sought
which drive the discussion. These include:

• Completeness – a system consisting of the full scope
described in Definition 1.

• Functional Heterogeneity – a system with several
complementary modes of electrification

• Moderate Size – a system whose characteristics are
large enough to exhibit emergent behavior but small
enough to not require excessive computation time

• Regular Topology – a system whose structure leads
to regular easy-to-predict aggregate behaviors

• Regular Demand Data – a system whose inputs leads
to regular easy-to-predict aggregate behaviors

• Realism – a system which has a strong resemblance
to real-life characteristic problems.

• Objectivity – a system which discourages undue bias
between scenarios.

That said, the test case was not designed to be “optimal”
to achieve any particular performance system objective.
Rather, it is meant to elucidate emergent behaviors when
simulated. As is discussed further in Section ‘Potential
applications of the transportation electrification test case’,
such approaches are left to future applications of the
test case. With these considerations in mind, and in the
absence of a real-life test case with the same attributes,
the hypothetical test case aptly named “Symmetrica” is
developed. While its specific characteristics may differ
from the reality of specific regions, its characteristics do
offer much in developing insight and intuition into the
dynamics of a TEN. The test case’s numerical figures are
presented as comma separated value files which may be
accessed as part of this paper’s supplementary material
or open-sources online (Farid 2015c). The transportation
system half of the Symmetrica test case, with slight mod-
ification of its values, and omission of the power grid,
has been simulated using a previously developed dynamic
system model (Farid 2015a; Viswanath and Farid 2014).

Fig. 2 Contrasting EV Use Cases: Private Car & Taxi
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Fig. 3 Topology of the Symmetrica Transportation Electrification Nexus

Transportation system topology
As shown in Fig. 3, the Symmetrica transportation sys-
tem topology consists of a suburban 12× 12 km grid with
intersections at every kilometer (for a total of 169). Each
road segment has a free speed of 60 km/hr. The corre-
sponding data is provided in a format compatible with
several microscopic traffic simulators (Alecsandru 2006;
Barcelo 2010; Passos et al. 2011). The choice of a regu-
lar suburban grid was made with the understanding that
many transportation electrification scenarios occur in this
urban or suburban contexts.

Electric power system topology
As shown in Fig. 3, the Symmetrica electric power sys-
tem topology consists of a 201-Bus 10 kV distribution
system consisting of three feeders. Note that the topology
has a Y-bus matrix (i.e. adjacency matrix and impedances)
that is a constant multiple of the Y-bus matrix in another
power system test case reported earlier in the literature
(Manuel de Oliveira de Jesus 2007; Ramirez-Rosado and
Bernal-Agustin 1998). Rather than impose any specific
line or voltage limits, a power flow analysis can be con-
ducted later to examine the feasibility of the voltage levels
and line flows as a consequence of simultaneous electric
vehicle charging (Al Junaibi et al. 2013; Al Junaibi 2013;
Al Junaibi and Farid 2013; Kassakian et al. 2011). As a
significant contribution, these buses were assigned GPS
coordinates so as to be co-located with the intersections
in the transportation system topology. While it is not

necessary to provide GPS coordinates for most power sys-
tem reliability studies, they are absolutely required for
holistic studies of a transportation electricity nexus. The
choice of a power distribution system was made with the
understanding that most electrified transportation sys-
tems connect to distribution nodes and exhibit similar
characteristic length scales.

Charging system topology
The Symmetrica charging system topology was devel-
oped to support both plug-in electric vehicles and wireless
online electric vehicles (Ahn et al. 2013; Kim et al. 2013).
Both modes of charging deliver a maximum of approxi-
mately 62.5 MW charging load – the size of a medium
capacity generator. The equivalence in the peak charg-
ing rate between the two scenarios was introduced to
avoid biasing effects on vehicle travel patterns, and power
system balance. The details of each scenario are as follows.

Plugin charging topology
The conventional electrification topology consists of two
groups of charging stations. There are 5 charging sta-
tions in the city center at coordinates (4,4), (4,8), (8,4),
(8,8) and (6,6). These are marked as cyan circles in Fig. 3.
Each of these are able to deliver 24 kW to each of 25
vehicles at a time. In order to include the potential for
home charging, a charging station was placed at every
intersection along the periphery; each delivering 24 kW
to each of 50 vehicles at a time. It is important to note
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that a given intersection here does not represent an indi-
vidual home where there may only be 1 or 2 spaces to
charge in a garage. Instead, the intersections along the
periphery represent all of the homes associated with the
vehicles that exited Symmetrica through that intersection.
Thus, it is a centralized representation of a distributed
charging capacity outside of the city. In theory, full electric
vehicle deployment suggests ubiquitous home charging
and thus this capacity is effectively infinite. (Every vehicle
owner should be able to return home to charge). How-
ever, a fair comparison with the online electric vehicle
case requires that the installed charging capacity of sce-
narios be equal. Here, the total installed charging capacity
is (5)(0.24)(25)+ (48)(0.024)(30) = 64.56 MW.

Wireless charging topology
The online electric vehicle topology consists of 13 groups
of electrified road segments which appear in Fig. 3 as
magenta-colored 2 km × 2 km road crosses. Meanwhile,
each of these electrified road segments connects to a
magenta-colored bus on the right of Fig. 3. Each road
segment is able to deliver 48 kW to each of 25 vehi-
cles at a time. In order to clearly distinguish the dif-
ferences in system performance between the two modes
of electrified transportation, this test case assumes that
plugin electric and online electric vehicles are mutu-
ally exclusive sets. The wireless charging topology is also
capable of delivering up to (4)(13)(0.048)(25)= 62.4 MW
of power.

Traffic demand
The traffic demand is presented as three complemen-
tary data sets each representing a different integration
scenario.

• Plugin Version: 50% conventional vehicles, 50%
plugin electric vehicles

• Online Version: 50% conventional vehicles, 50%
online electric vehicles

• Multi-Mode Version: 50% conventional vehicles, 25%
plugin electric vehicles, 25% online electric vehicles

The classification of “conventional”, “plugin” and
“online” electric vehicle is made on the basis of the nature
of the coupling between the vehicle and the charging
infrastructure. Conventional vehicles require no such
coupling. Plugin electric vehicles couple to charging sta-
tions. These represent nodes in both the transportation
and electric power system graphs. Online electric vehicles
couple to electrified roads. These represent nodes in the
electric power system but represent edges in the trans-
portation system. Other vehicle classification systems
may be mapped onto these three types. Hybrid electric
vehicles (w/o plug-in capability), for example, would
appear as “conventional” electric vehicles in this test case.

In all cases, the traffic demand represents a simplifica-
tion of an average work day. Symmetrica starts the day
empty of any vehicles. Vehicles enter from any of the inter-
sections along the symmetric periphery and go to the five
work locations which coincide with the five conventional
charging stations depicted as cyan circles. The data is pre-
sented post-vehicle routing; in other words as a sequence
of steps from the periphery to the work location and then
back. In such a regular topology, there are many “shortest
route” choices between a given origin and destination.
For example, there are 6 such routes just from (0,0) to
(2,2). The traffic demand consists of all of these shortest
routes with the added constraint that such routes must
pass through the centers of the electrified road segment
crosses depicted in magenta. This ensures that the same
traffic demand can be applied in all three data sets without
bias. It also serves to more evenly distribute the traffic and
not place undue congestion on the electrified roads. Note
that the number of routes thus follows an exponential dis-
tribution with the required distance between periphery
and work location.
The traffic demand makes use of this exponential dis-

tribution to generate the timing and congestion in the
morning and evening rush hour commutes. For a given
origin-destination pair, there are many possible routes.
Each of these is initiated every minute, one vehicle at a
time, in such a way that they are centered around 8:00 am.
A total of 6,086 vehicles are included in the test case. In
all, the first vehicles enter Symmetrica at 5:00 am and the
end of the morning commute is marked with the last vehi-
cle at 10 am. Upon arriving to the five work locations, the
vehicles remain there for 8 h and then return to the Sym-
metrica periphery intersection from which they entered
along the route that they took in the morning. No further
assumption is made on the transportation use case (e.g.
private usage, taxi, car sharing etc).

Charging demand
Both plugin and online electric vehicles are treated equally
except for their method and duration of charging. They
begin their day at a full charge at the maximum battery
capacity of 10 kWhr. They are assumed to discharge power
at a rate of 24 kW when moving at the road free speed
of 60 km/hr. These values are within the physical limits
of current technology. The online electric vehicles charge
only while driving over electrified road segments. The plu-
gin electric vehicles charge immediately upon arrival to
work and upon return to home for a duration sufficient to
return to full charge.

Test case summary: adherence to desirable characteristics
The Symmetrica test case provided here can now be
summarized with respect to the qualitatively desirable
characteristics mentioned at the beginning of the section.
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• Completeness – The Symmetrica test case consists of
structural elements that meet the full scope of
Definition 1.

• Functional Heterogeneity – The Symmetrica test
case includes both online and plug-in modes of
electrified transportation.

• Moderate Size – The Symmetrica test case is
characterized by 169 nodes and 6,086 vehicles. This
scale of numbers has been shown to exhibit emergent
behaviors without excessive computation time (Farid
2015a).

• Regular Topology – The Symmetrica test case
topology has a symmetrical structural and leads to
easy-to-predict aggregate behaviors.

• Regular Demand Data – The Symmetrica test case
demand data has a symmetrical shape in time and
leads to regular easy-to-predict aggregate behaviors.

• Realism – The Symmetrica test case has a meshed
transportation grid to resemble urban city blocks.

• Objectivity – The Symmetrica test case has the same
number of vehicles in all three traffic demand data
sets. The plug-in charging capacity is approximately
the same capacity as the online-charging capacity.

Potential applications of the transportation
electrification test case
The integrated assessment results from the Abu Dhabi
electric vehicle integration study motivated the need for
an Intelligent Transportation-Energy System (Al Junaibi
et al. 2013; Junaibi 2013) which makes coordinated plan-
ning and operations time scale decisions across both
domains. Some of these potential applications are iden-
tified as a roadmap for many future contributions to
transportation electrification systems research.

Planning applications
In the planning time scale, the Abu Dhabi electric vehicle
integration study showed that the planning of the charging
system as the connector of the two infrastructure systems
is highly influential in applying or mitigating the overall
performance of the TEN (Al Junaibi et al. 2013; Al Junaibi
2013). It was clear that any transportation electrification
scenario would have tomatch the spatial layout and capac-
ity of the electrified transportation use cases to the spatial

layout and capacity of the charging infrastructure. One
interesting topic is the viability of a radial power grid to
serve a meshed transportation network. The investment
cost associated with building the charging infrastructure
depends very heavily on the number of charging stations
and electrified roads, their capacity to charge multiple
vehicles simultaneously and the rate at which they do so.
Furthermore, particularly high charging loadsmay require
upgrades to power lines and transformers. These invest-
ment costs must be matched to the expected adoption
or demand for electrified transportation recognizing that
inadequate charging infrastructure can degrade the trav-
eler’s experience and degrade the future revenue potential.
This balanced view of transportation and power system
requirements lends itself to ROI and operations research
methods.

Operations management applications
In the operations time scale, it showed that five electric
vehicle decisions were fundamentally coupled as shown in
Table 1 (Al Junaibi et al. 2013; Farid 2015a; Junaibi 2013).
How these decisions are made affects traffic conges-

tion, electric vehicle utilization, charging loads and of
course the three traditional power system operations
objectives of frequency control, line limit control, and
voltage control. Therefore, highly granular approaches to
shifting the timing, routing, or charging of electric vehi-
cle behavior could cause aggregate system performance
improvements. These improvements have different mon-
etary values in private, public and commercial use cases.
Furthermore, there exist several opportunities to find
optimality across multiple stakeholders. For example, fleet
operators or electrified parking lots can coordinate their
activities with utilities or curtailment service providers
(Palensky and Dietrich 2011; Siano 2014; Strbac 2008). In
all, Intelligent Transportation-Energy Systems present a
rich area for potential applications.

Conclusion
This work has recognized that transportation electrifica-
tion represents a rich field in which to conduct systems
research. To that end, it has contributed a transportation
electricity nexus test case; aptly named “Symmetrica”. It
consists of transportation, electric power, and charging

Table 1 Intelligent transportation-energy system operations decisions in the transportation electricity nexus (Al Junaibi et al. 2013;
Farid 2015a; Junaibi 2013)

• Vehicle Dispatch: When a given EV should undertake a trip (from origin to destination)

• Route Choice: Which set of roads and intersections it should take along the way

• Charging Station Queue Management: When & where it should charge in light of real-time development of queues

• Coordinated Charging: At a given charging station, when the EVs should charge to meet customer departure times and power grid constraints

• Vehicle-2-Grid Stabilization: Given the dynamics of the power grid, how can the EVs be used as energy storage for stabilization
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system topologies in addition to traffic and charging
demand data. The need for a test case was formulated
on the basis of a five point argument including 1.) the
usage of power systems test cases, 2.) the preservation of
critical infrastructure security, 3.) the support of a fun-
damental understanding of the transportation-electricity
nexus, 4.) the support of methodological development
and 5.) the protection of personal data privacy. The work
concluded with several avenues for future research par-
ticularly in planning and operations for an “Intelligent
Transportation-Energy System”.
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